We propose a five-dimensional framework for modeling the background geometry associated to ordinary Yang-Mills (YM) as well as to nonsupersymmetric gauge theories possessing an infrared fixed point with fermions in various representations of the underlying gauge group. The model is based on the improved holographic approach, on the string theory side, and on the conjectured all-orders beta function for the gauge theory one. We first analyze the YM gauge theory. We then investigate the effects of adding flavors and show that, in the holographic description of the conformal window, the geometry becomes AdS when approaching the ultraviolet and the infrared regimes. As the number of flavors increases within the conformal window we observe that the geometry becomes more and more of AdS type over the entire energy range. * Electronic address: mjarvine@cp3.sdu.dk † Electronic address: sannino@cp3.sdu.dk 1 arXiv:0911.2462v2 [hep-ph]
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding strong dynamics poses a formidable challenge. For decades physicists have been working on several aspects associated to the strongly coupled regime of gauge theories of fundamental interactions such as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). One of the most fascinating possibilities is that strongly coupled gauge theories have magnetic dual gauge theories or higher dimensional gravity duals. A number of remarkable exact results have been found for supersymmetric gauge theories. The situation for nonsupersymmetric gauge theories still relies on a number of speculative conjectures such as the AdS/QCD one (see for a review [1] ). Nevertheless one can argue that a geometric interpretation of known gauge theory results may lead to a different way to investigate several aspects of strong dynamics. Here we bring this speculation one step further and provide a direct investigation of the conformal window for different number of flavors via a very simple five-dimensional gravitational model.
On the gauge theory side we have made much progress in trying to uncover the phase diagram of nonsupersymmetric gauge theories, as function of number of flavors, colors and fermionic matter representation, using analytical as well as first principle lattice methods.
The knowledge of the phase diagram is relevant when constructing extensions of the standard model in which the electroweak symmetry breaks dynamically, see [2] for a review.
A relevant question is wether or not one can construct a dual gravitational description of the phase diagram. One can argue that a dual description should incorporate the dependence on the number of flavors and representation with respect to the four dimensional underlying gauge theory. To achieve this goal one should have a phase diagram on the gauge theory side and a way to match it to possible gravitational duals on the other side. The phase diagram for generic representations, gauge groups and physically relevant chiral gauge theories was pioneered in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Several recent analysis make use of further conjectures [11, 12] . These methods give very close answers, within their relative uncertainties.
Comprehensive reviews are available [2, 13] . The method that best fits our present purpose is the one which makes use of a recently conjectured all orders beta function for SU (N ) gauge groups, put forward in [3] and generalized to any gauge group even with chiral-like matter in [2, 4] . The effects of adding a mass term on the beta function appeared in [14] while a further extension trying to take into account possible extra zeros in the beta func-tion have been investigated in [15] . The original beta function [70] results are also highly consistent with the phase diagram which emerges via the exact solutions of the 't Hooft anomaly conditions investigated in [5, 6] . Knowing a beta function on the gauge theory side immediately selects as a possible approach to investigate the gravity dual, i.e. the one envisioned in Refs. [16, 17] . Further work on this and closely related subjects has been performed in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . Other approaches to holography within near conformal nonsupersymmetric theories are discussed in [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] .
II. THE ALL ORDERS BETA FUNCTION CONJECTURE
To start setting the notation we recall the two loops beta function which reads:
where g is the gauge coupling and the beta function coefficients are given by
To this order the two coefficients are universal, i.e. do not depend on which renormalization group scheme one has used to determine them. The perturbative expression for the anomalous dimension to two-loops reads: The two-loop beta function above does not capture nonperturbative corrections and we now consider the beta function put forward in [3] which has the following properties:
• Reproduces the supersymmetric exact one [37] when restricting to N = 1 super YM.
• At large N reproduces the exact results via two-index symmetric/antisymmetric representation [38] .
• Fits the conformal window prediction via the investigated gauge-duals suggested in [5] .
• Provides a remarkable agreement with the running of the YM beta function obtained via lattice. More precisely the deviations from the two-loops beta function are of the same order of the lattice ones. Also the dependence purely on the 't Hooft coupling is nicely encoded and is in good agreement with data [39, 40, 41] .
• The anomalous dimensions of the mass is predicted, in a closed form, at the infrared fixed point (IRFP) [71] .
The beta function [3] reads:
It is a simple matter to show that the above beta function reduces to Eq. (1) when expanded to O(g 5 ). As we decrease the number of flavors from just below the point where asymptotic freedom is lost one expects a perturbative (in the coupling) zero in the beta function to occur [42] . From the expression proposed above one finds that at the zero:
The value of γ increases as we keep decreasing the number of flavors. The dimension of the chiral condensate is D(ψψ) = 3 − γ which at the IR fixed point value reads
trivial spinless operators [43, 44, 45] . Hence the critical number of flavors below which the unitarity bound is violated is
which corresponds to having set γ = 2.
The analysis above summarizes the one in [13] and is similar to the one done for supersymmetric gauge theories [46] . The actual size of the conformal window may be smaller than the one presented here which hence can be considered as a bound on the size of the window. The reason being that chiral symmetry breaking could be triggered for a value of γ lower than two.
III. BETA FUNCTIONS MEET HOLOGRAPHY
Gürsoy, Kiritsis and Nitti [16, 17] recently introduced a five dimensional holographic model for QCD and YM theories. The model is partly based on a noncritical five dimensional string theory. Input from the gauge theory side is, however, needed. In particular, the potential of the dilaton field is fixed by a beta function of QCD.
Following [16] the five dimensional action in the Einstein frame is:
We neglected the axion field, which can be added later. Here D is the number of the space dimensions fixed to be equal to five. λ s is related to the dilaton φ via λ s = N exp(φ) with N the number of colors. It is expected to match with the 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 N of the dual four dimensional theory in the UV. The metric is taken to be:
r is the conformal coordinate ranging from zero (in the UV) to an IR value noted by r = r 0 (where r 0 can be infinite). In the limit r → 0 one should recover the AdS behavior, i.e.
A log( /r) with the AdS radius. One identifies in this region the warp factor A with the renormalization energy scale of QCD µ as follows: A ∼ log µ ∼ − log r.
The warp factor A and λ s satisfy two equations of motion following from extremizing (9) . These can be manipulated in a way in which one of them is independent of the dilaton potential V (λ s ), while the other depends on it. We will fix the potential by requiring the equation of motions to yield specific solutions which are supposed to best match the gauge theory expectations as done in [16, 17] . The equations of motion read:
where dots denote derivatives with respect to r.
As shown in [16] , the first equation can be integrated to
The second equation corresponds to the parametrization
of the dilaton potential.
The relevant field theory variables are the 't Hooft coupling λ and the energy scale log µ.
The ordinary gauge theory beta function and the string theory one are defined as:
The following relations allow for a link between the gauge theory and the gravity dual:
The functions f λ and f A are known only in the UV regime where they approach identity.
The quantities λ, µ, λ s , and A are linked cyclically as follows:
In particular, the chain rule implies
Where in the last step, following [16, 17] , we have also stated that f A is a function of λ s .
Note that in the expression above we are taking:
We expect at small couplings
In practice the two beta functions can be understood, from the gauge theory point of view, as the beta function in two different renormalization schemes. In [47] the reader can find an earlier interesting attempt to use the all-order beta function in connection with the AdS/QCD.
A. Constraining the IR behavior
If both the beta functions β(λ) and β s (λ s ) are known, the relation (17) can be used to extract information on F(λ s ). This could lead to useful hints on the α corrections to f λ and f A in the IR.
Following [16, 17] one can motivate the IR asymptotic form of β s by requiring that one reproduces (electric) confinement, magnetic screening and linear asymptotic glueball spectrum for the YM theory, yielding:
In particular, it seems that the string coupling λ s must run to infinity in the IR. The asymptotic connection between A and λ s is obtained by substituting (20) into (14):
Knowing the gauge theory beta β(λ) one can further constrain the transition functions.
To achieve this goal we find convenient to rewrite (17) using the definition of the string beta function in (14) as
Upon integration one finds:
The IR physical constraints on the dependence of A, as function on λ s , are encoded in (21) . They appear on the left-hand side of (23) . The gauge theory information is contained in β(λ). Requiring the two sides to agree allows to partially constrain f A and f λ . The latter are expected to be monotonic to ensure invertibility. In the following we will use the all-order beta function on the right-hand side of (23).
IV. YANG -MILLS
By setting the number of flavors to zero in (5) the all-orders YM beta function reads:
with
respectively for the one and two loop coefficients of the beta function. It is amusing to note that the all-orders beta function, although is supposed to capture nonperturbative corrections, can be built directly via the only two universal coefficients. This form of the beta function yields a running of the coupling very close to the one observed via first principle lattice simulations [39, 40, 41] . Another property is that it only depends on the 't Hooft coupling λ, i.e. it does not have any explicit dependence on N :
where
We now solve the (11) in the following three cases: i) The case in which the transition functions are the identity and the string beta function is the all-order one; ii) The case in which the transition functions are the identity and string beta function corresponds to the universal two-loops one; iii) The case in which the IR behavior described in the previous section is reproduced with the above gauge beta function, which requires opportunely modified transition functions. We will then compare and comment the results. In the appendix we provide details on how the differential equations are solved numerically.
In this case one has λ s = λ and log µ = A implying that β s (λ s ) ≡ β(λ s ) with β here taken to be the all-orders YM beta function given above. The solutions of the (11) for the relevant quantities are presented in Fig. 1 . The curves for this setup are the solid blue ones.
In the top-left panel it is plotted the evolution of the coupling as a function of the energy scale (log µ ∼ − log r). The geometry of the solutions (top-right and bottom-left panels) has the following qualitative behavior: The geometry is almost exactly AdS but the space ends abruptly in the IR for a finite value of r. This is associated to the fact that the coupling λ s reaches the pole of the beta function at λ s = λ 0 .
B. β s = 2-loops β with f λ (λ s ) = λ s and f A (A) = A
In this second case one still has λ s = λ, log µ = A and hence β s (λ s ) ≡ β(λ s ) but now β is taken to be the two loops beta function. The solutions of the (11) for the relevant quantities are presented in Fig. 1 . The curves for this setup are the dashed red ones. In the top-left panel it is plotted the evolution of the coupling as a function of the energy scale (log µ ∼ − log r). The geometry of the solutions (top-right and bottom-left panels) has the following qualitative behavior: The geometry is still almost exactly AdS but the space ends in the IR for a finite value of r due to the fast increase of the string coupling constant.
It is a simple matter to see that when using the beta functions described above in the right-hand side of (23) one cannot derive (21) if f λ and f A are identity functions. Another way to see why there is such a discrepancy is that, by taking f λ and f A as identity functions, and upon integrating the beta functions in the right-hand side of (23) the derived geometry is such that the IR is reached for a finite value of the fifth coordinate r. According to [17] one obtains the particle spectrum m 2 ∼ n 2 , for sufficiently large integer number n, which is analogous to the one arising in a one-dimensional quantum mechanical particle in a box.
Hence, we modify the transition functions in the infrared together with the all-orders ansatz for the gauge theory YM beta function. In order to satisfy (21) we require:
where Λ is the energy where the evolution of the coupling constant, dictated by the beta function above, terminates as λ → λ 0 . A simple choice for an explicit for of the transition function f λ is 1
It is interesting to note that this transition function is, naively, the one that transforms the all-orders beta function in the one loop one if the λ s is interpreted as the gauge coupling in the one-loop scheme. This is exactly the transformation one often encounters in supersymmetric gauge theories. The one-loop function can be directly identified with the string beta function β s only if f A is the unity transition function. However, as we shall see momentarily, this is not case.
Having found f λ we are left with f A to determine via (23), i.e.
where we used (28) to determine the integration constant. Analytic expressions can be derived in the deep IR and UV. In the IR regime using (21) for the left-hand side of (30) we obtain:
as A → −∞. In the UV we simply require that the function approaches the identity one,
i.e.,
A simple example of a transition function f A that meets both the IR and UV requirements is f A (A) = log Λ + 2 3 log 1 + (
Here A 0 is a nonzero constant. Having determined the transition functions we move to solve the equation of motions recalling that:
for this case are the green dash-dotted. In the top-left panel it is plotted the evolution of the coupling as a function of the energy scale (log µ ∼ − log r). Differently from the above solutions with identity transition functions, the warp factor (top-right and bottomleft panels) shrinks very rapidly towards the IR which is reached for infinite r. In the UV (r 1) the coupling in this scenario slightly deviates from the other two due discussed above due to the modification of the transition functions.
We have also checked what happens to the glueball spectra in the various scenarios. Even the lowest states turn out to be sensitive to the shape of the background in the IR and hence to the details of the transition functions.
V. ADDING FERMIONS: THE HOLOGRAPHIC CONFORMAL WINDOW
It would be interesting to include matter in the five dimensional setup. Usually one adds a small number (N f N ) of fermions in the fundamental representation of the gauge group by introducing pairs of probe flavor branes that are assumed not to affect the background (see the discussion in [17] for adding fermions in the present background). The fermion dynamics is described by Dirac-Born-Infeld and Chern-Simons actions on a fixed background.
However, typically N f /N is not small for interesting theories, and one should consider the backreaction on the metric due to the flavor branes, which quickly becomes rather involved.
Adjoint fermions could possibly be added by introducing extra bulk dimensions, in close analogy to the original idea of Maldacena [48] .
In this paper we will not try to solve the seemingly difficult question of adding matter in this setup, but restrict to a very simple discussion. We shall not add any new dynamical degrees of freedom but only consider the effect of matter on the dilationic-induced field as predicted by the conjectured all-orders beta function. The hope is that this method should correctly capture the qualitative influence of the matter fields on the geometry of the dual five dimensional setup.
Recall that in the presence of matter, the all orders beta function depends on the anomalous dimension of the fermion mass γ(g) which is unknown at strong coupling. However, for our purposes it is sufficient to adopt the two-loop result in (4).
We recall that extra information is needed to determine the exact boundary of the confor- mal window [3] , i.e. the lowest number of flavors below which chiral symmetry must break. This is translated in the largest possible value the anomalous dimension can have at the IRFP after which the theory breaks conformality. We have already discussed that γ cannot, in any case, exceed the numerical value of two. This sets the lowest bound for SU (N ) gauge theories with fermions in any representation r to be N f = 11N/(8T (r)) which corresponds to 33/4 = 8.25 for N = 3 and fundamental representation. It may very well be that the maximum value for the anomalous dimension is γ = 1 (see [2, 13] for the reasons behind this choice) and in this case the critical number of flavors is N f = 11N/(6T (r)) corresponding to 11 for N = 3 and fermions in the fundamental representation. Alternatively one can use the exact solutions of the dual gauge theories to gain insight on this problem [5, 6] . We will restrict here to the number of flavors within the largest possible extent of the conformal window.
As first example we calculate the geometry for an SU (3) gauge theory with N f Dirac fermions in the fundamental representation in the following range for flavors: 8.25 < N f < 16.5, where the upper end of the conformal window coincides with the loss of asymptotic freedom. For this initial exploration we set the transition functions to the identity. This seems to be a reasonable approximation given that the space will result to be of AdS form both in the UV and in the deep IR. Using the expression above for the two-loop anomalous dimension, the explicit form of the beta function is:
The UV boundary conditions, as explained in the appendix, are set by expanding the beta function to two-loops whose universal coefficients are:
The beta function and the geometry are plotted in figure 2 for N f = 9 . . . 13. We discover that the latter always approaches an AdS behavior, both in the deep IR and in the UV.
This is most likely a generic feature of any background geometry dual of a gauge theory with an IRFP. We repeated the analysis for the case in which we have N f Dirac fermions transforming according to the adjoint representation of the SU (2) gauge group. These are the Minimal Walking Technicolor models extensively studied via lattice simulations [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] [72]. The maximum extent of the conformal window here is 1.375 < N f < 2.75. We present the plots for the running and the background geometry for N f = 1.5 and 2 in figure 3 .
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduced an oversimplified five-dimensional framework which is meant to model gauge theory with fermionic matter in any representation of the underlying gauge group.
In the YM case the knowledge of the all-oders beta function is used to gain insight on the transition functions which are used to connect the renormalization scale and gauge coupling with, respectively, the warp factor A and the dilaton in the gravitational dual. We see that it is possible to determine the form of these transition functions in a way that one recovers the expected gauge theory properties from the gravitational dual. We then turn our attention to the very important problem of constructing a gravitational dual encoding the gauge theory number of flavors dependence. Here we used the closed form expression of the gauge theory beta function to transfer this information directly on the string-inspired one. This can, at best, be considered a phenomenological bottom up approach, however we find that it captures reasonably well the theoretical expectations. More specifically, we observe that the geometry becomes AdS when approaching the ultraviolet and infrared regimes for the gauge theories in the conformal window. Besides, as the number of flavors increases, within the conformal window, we show that the geometry becomes more and more of AdS type over the entire energy range.
This setup can be readily generalized to account for a number of interesting applications ranging from high temperature investigations of the quark-gluon plasma in gauge theories with IRFP to the investigations of the effects of introducing a mass term in the beta function [14] as well modification of our conjectured beta function [15] .
Here we fixed δr by requiring that the singularity is located at r = 0. The parameter K is not indepedent but can be eliminated by rescaling Λ. Therefore we can set it to zero. The constant b is proportional to the next-to-leading coefficient in the string beta function, 
In the main text we have investigated the case in which the transition functions are not unity and there one finds b = 1/4. The parameter Λ fixes the scale of r and hence controls the convergence radius of the asymptotic expansions. We take Λ = 0.1 which is seen to produce deviation from the UV behavior around r ∼ 1. We have also tuned to obtain the desired asymptotics in the IR when the transition functions are nontrivial.
We match the numerical solutions to the asymptotic series (A2) at r = 10 −5 [73] . Taking A 0 = 1 in (33) the IR asymptotics is correct in the scenario of section IV C for Λ 1.064.
The solutions for the YM analysis are plotted in figure 1 . In addition to the coupling constant λ s and the warp factor A we show the behavior of the logarithmic derivative dA/d log r where the deviation from the AdS metric (which obeys dA/d log r = −1) becomes clearly visible.
